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The purpose of the presentation is to

- illustrate comments provided on the mailing regarding version 09
- Evaluate the WG consensus

Mainly organizational changes:

- Limiting the number of use cases
  - 3 use cases: Do we need more?
- Limiting the level of details to the protocol level
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Proposed use cases:

- Use Case 1: "End-customer with an overlay DDoS mitigation managed security service provider (MSSP)" (old section 3.1.2.2)
- Use Case 2: Upstream Transit Providers Offering DDoS Mitigation Services (old section 3.1.1.1)
  - Include multiple links as well as mitigation initiated by the ISP
- Use Case 3: DDoS Orchestration (old section 3.2.3)

Other changes:

- Homenet was as been removed.
- The doc needs to clarify that DOTS client can be anywhere (Phone, CPE,...)
Thanks !